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The UCS contains a number of symbols used in games. Chess pieces, card suits, and Japanese shogi
pieces have been encoded to enable their use in discussions of these games. The tiles used in the game
Mahjong have not been encoded; they are proposed here, as are Domino tiles and the men and kings used
in Draughts or Checkers.
1. Mahjong’s origin is unknown, and myths about it are common. Those attributing its origin to
Confucius (Ko ˇng Fu ¯zı ˇ, 551–479 BCE) are unlikely; somewhat more likely is the suggestion that it is
related to a Chinese card game called Mádiào which was popular in the early Ming dynasty (1368–1644
CE). Some sources suggest that Mahjong (Pinyin Májiàng) was devised on the basis of the earlier game of
Mádiào circa 1850 in the city of Níngbo ¯ by two unnamed brothers, who engraved the card designs onto
small tiles made with ivory and bamboo. Others suggest that Chinese army officers serving during the
Tàipíng Rebellion (1851–1864) created the game to pass the time. Whatever its origin, the quickly gained
popularity in other countries. It spread to Japan in 1907 and to Britain and USA after 1920. Various rules
for Mahjong play are known, and in different versions of the game different sets of tiles are known. This
proposal encodes a superset of the tiles from various traditions. Mahjong’s popularity has found its way
to the Internet, where solitaire and group-play varieties of Mahjong games can be found.
The main set of tiles is comprised of three suits with nine members each. The most common English
names for the suits are the Characters (in Chinese Wànzì ‘ten thousand’, ‘myriad’), displaying the
numbers 1 through 9 over the character wàn áàâäãåçéè ; the Bamboos (also Sticks, Boos,
or Bams; in Chinese Suo ˇzì ‘woven thread’ or Tiáo ‘twig’), ranging from 1 to 9 êëíìîïñóò
(note that the One of Bamboos generally has a representation of a sparrow or other bird on it); and the
Circles (also Dots; in Chinese To ˇngzì ‘tube’ or Bı ˇng ‘flatbread’) ôöõúùûü†° . In addition to
the suits, two sets of “honour tiles” are used, the Dragons and the Winds. There are four Winds, each
displaying its proper character: East (Do ¯ng Ä), South (Nán Å), West (Xı ¯ Ç), and North (Be ˇi É). There
are three Dragons: the Red Dragon (Hóngzho ¯ng ‘red centre’ displaying the character zho ¯ng Ñ), the
Green Dragon (Qı ¯ngfa ¯ ‘green transmission’ with the character fa ¯ Ö signifying wealth) and the White
Dragon (Báiba ˇn ‘white board’, which is normally blank, or represented by an empty border, or
sometimes with the character bái Ü). Two sets of “flower tiles” are also found. The Flowers proper
include the Plum (Méi ¢), the Orchid (Lán £), the Chrysanthemum (Jú §), and the Bamboo (Zhú •),
and the Seasons include Spring (Chu ¯n ¶), Summer (Xià ß), Autumn (Qiu ¯ ®), and Winter (Do ¯ng ©).
American Mahjong sets often offer Joker tiles, labelled with the characters for ba ˇida ¯ ‘a hundred links’ ™.
1Finally, this proposal encodes a reversed tile ´ to facilitate discussion of these in game manuals and the
like. While some play manuals describe a blank tile ¨ provided in some play sets to serve in the event of
the loss of a regular tile, this proposal does not encode it, because the same glyph is used in Japan for the
White Dragon and the inclusion of both Ü and ¨ in the UCS could cause confusion as to which should
be used in Japanese implementations.
2. Dominoes derive from Chinese tile games of the 12th century CE, which made use of tiles carved from
bone or ivory with the indented pips made of ebony. The “tiles” are also known as “bones”, “stones”, or
(apparently incorrectly) “dominoes”. The first recorded reference of the game in Europe is from the
courts of Venice and Naples. There, the tiles were made by gluing and pinning two sheets of ebony on
either side of the bone tile, which prevented cheating since the the pips could no longer be seen through
the back of the tile if the bone or ivory were somewhat translucent. The most commonly-used dominoes
are the “double-six” set. There are other sets – “double-nine”, “double-twelve”, “double-fifteen”, and
“double-eighteen” – but only standard or “double-six” set of dominoes is proposed here. Note that
domino fonts can be drawn as black tiles with white pips or white tiles with black pips; there is no
distinction and the choice is a matter of glyph preference.
The domino tiles are encoded in horizontal and vertical orientations. When used in-line in text, the
rotation is significant: see Figure 4 for an example where ì DOMINO TILE HORIZONTAL-02-04 is found
alongside ü DOMINO TILE HORIZONTAL-04-02. In vertical orientation, ≈ DOMINO TILE VERTICAL-02-04
and — DOMINO TILE VERTICAL-04-02 may likewise be distinguished. The horizontal and vertical are often
used to set up play diagrams (see Figures 4 and 5), but both orientations may be seen in-line in text (see
Figure 6).
3. Draughts/checkers characters are also proposed here, for encoding in the BMP along with the chess
characters. Four characters are proposed, the WHITE DRAUGHTS MAN Ï, the WHITE DRAUGHTS KING Ì,
the BLACK DRAUGHTS MAN Ó, and the BLACK DRAUGHTS KING Ô. Proposed code positions: U+26C0-
U+26C3.
4. Issues. A number of “bones” are used together with Mahjong tiles to assist in tallying the score. There
are, variously, three or four of them, which tend to have values of 2, 10, 100, and 500. At present they are
not sufficiently well-understood to encode them, so they are not proposed for encoding here. See Figures
9a, 9b, 10, 11, and 12.





1F000;MAHJONG TILE EAST WIND;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F001;MAHJONG TILE SOUTH WIND;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F002;MAHJONG TILE WEST WIND;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F003;MAHJONG TILE NORTH WIND;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F004;MAHJONG TILE RED DRAGON;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;hongzhong;;;
1F005;MAHJONG TILE GREEN DRAGON;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;qingfa;;;
1F006;MAHJONG TILE WHITE DRAGON;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;baiban;;;
1F007;MAHJONG TILE ONE OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;wan;;;
1F008;MAHJONG TILE TWO OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F009;MAHJONG TILE THREE OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00A;MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00B;MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00C;MAHJONG TILE SIX OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00D;MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00E;MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F00F;MAHJONG TILE NINE OF CHARACTERS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F010;MAHJONG TILE ONE OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;tiao;;;
1F011;MAHJONG TILE TWO OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F012;MAHJONG TILE THREE OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F013;MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
21F014;MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F015;MAHJONG TILE SIX OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F016;MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F017;MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F018;MAHJONG TILE NINE OF BAMBOOS;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F019;MAHJONG TILE ONE OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;bing;;;
1F01A;MAHJONG TILE TWO OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F01B;MAHJONG TILE THREE OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F01C;MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F01D;MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F01E;MAHJONG TILE SIX OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F01F;MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1F020;MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF CIRCLES;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
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Figure 1. Example from Whitney 1964, showing the Mahjong suits.
Figure 2. From Pritchard 2003, showing the three Dragon tiles. Note the two forms of the MAHJONG TILE
WHITE DRAGON. The bordered form is used to distinguish it from the blank tile which is part of many sets.
Figure 3. Example from Pritchard 2003, showing the use of the MAHJONG TILE BACK.
4Figure 4. Example from Lugo 2002, showing DOMINO TILE VERTICAL-02-06 used 
to indicate the chapter number (8).
Figure 5. From Lugo 2002, showing the distinction between DOMINO TILE HORIZONTAL-02-04 and DOMINO
TILE HORIZONTAL-04-02.
5Figure 6. From Teun Spaans’ “Domino Plaza” web site
(www.xs4all.nl/~spaanszt/Domino_Plaza.html), showing horizontal and vertical dominoes in text. The
positioning of the horizontal and vertical tiles is significant, and can be maintained in plain-text fonts by
positioning the glyphs appropriately with regard to the font baseline.
Figure 7. Example from the H. W. Caslon & Co. Ltd.’s Printing types and catalogue of materials
(London, [1925]), showing the draughts (checkers) men and kings along with the chess pieces which
have already been encoded.
6Figure 8. Example from the American Type Founders Company’s Specimen book and catalogue
(Jersey City, 1923), showing playing card pips and draughts (checkers) men and kings. The card suits
encoded in the Miscellaneous Symbols block (omitting U+2664 and U+2667) are also shown. The first
whist marker can be mapped to U+2935 (assuming that the fletches are optional), but I am not sure if the
others are encoded.
7Figure 9a. From Pritchard 2003, describing Mahjong scoring bones.
Figure 9b. Example from Pritchard 2003, describing Mahjong scoring bones.
8Figure 10. Example from Whitney 1964, describing Mahjong scoring bones.
Figure 11. Example of some Mahjong scoring bones for sale on the Internet.
Figure 12. Example of some Mahjong scoring bones for sale on the Internet. On the left a more modern
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MAHJONG TILE EAST WIND
MAHJONG TILE SOUTH WIND
MAHJONG TILE WEST WIND
MAHJONG TILE NORTH WIND
MAHJONG TILE RED DRAGON (hongzhong)
MAHJONG TILE GREEN DRAGON (qingfa)
MAHJONG TILE WHITE DRAGON (baiban)
MAHJONG TILE ONE OF CHARACTERS (wan)
MAHJONG TILE TWO OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE THREE OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE SIX OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE NINE OF CHARACTERS
MAHJONG TILE ONE OF BAMBOOS (tiao)
MAHJONG TILE TWO OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE THREE OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE SIX OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE NINE OF BAMBOOS
MAHJONG TILE ONE OF CIRCLES (bing)
MAHJONG TILE TWO OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE THREE OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE FOUR OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE FIVE OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE SIX OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE SEVEN OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE EIGHT OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE NINE OF CIRCLES
MAHJONG TILE PLUM (mei)
MAHJONG TILE ORCHID (lan)
MAHJONG TILE CHRYSANTHEMUM (ju)







(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
hex Name
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TABLE XX - Row 1F0: MAHJONG TILES
11
Group 00 Plane 01 Row 1F01F03 1F04 1F05 1F06 1F07 1F08 1F09
Ä ê † ∞ ¿ – ‡
Å ë ° ± ¡ — ·
Ç í ¢ ≤ ¬ “ ‚
É ì £ ≥ √ ” „
Ñ î § ¥ ƒ ‘ ‰
Ö ï • µ ≈ ’ Â
Ü ñ ¶ ∂ ∆ ÷ Ê
á ó ß ∑ « ◊
à ò ® ∏ » ÿ Ë
â ô © π … Ÿ È
ä ö ™ ∫ ~ ⁄
ã õ ´ ª À €
å ú ¨ º Ã ‹
ç ù ≠ Ω Õ ›
é û Æ æ Œ ﬁ
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TABLE XX - Row 1F0: DOMINO TILES
13
Group 00 Plane 01 Row 1F0A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal to encode Mahjong, Domino, and Draughts symbols in the UCS
2. Requester’s name
Chen Zhuang, Michael Everson, Masuhiro Sekiguchi, Tseng Shih-Shyeng, Wei Lin-Mei, Andrew West




5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
Yes.
6b. More information will be provided later
No.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
Yes
1b. Proposed name of script
Mahjong Tiles is proposed for U+1F000–U+1F02F; Domino Tiles is proposed for .U+1F030–U+1F09F.
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
Yes.
1d. Name of the existing block
Miscellaneous Symbols.
2. Number of characters in proposal
148 (Mahjong 44, Dominoes 100, Draughts 4).
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-Attested
extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
Category B-1.
4a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes.
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the standard?
Michael Everson.
5b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:
Michael Everson, Fontographer.
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
7b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
Yes.
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching,
indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes.
8. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in
correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: Casing
information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining
behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility
equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information
on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UnicodeCharacterDatabase.html and
associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the
Unicode Standard.
See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
Yes. See N2760, N2975, N3147, N3162.
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, other
experts, etc.)?
Yes.
2b. If YES, with whom?
Paul Proft and Teun Spaans (domino experts) have reviewed the proposal and have supported it.
142c. If YES, available relevant documents
In pivate e-mails, Proft said: “I can hardly wait to quit using domino images. Hopefully, later generation browsers will
accommodate more Unicode character sets.” Spaans noted that it was important to encode the larger sets as well as the double sixes.
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included?
Players of Mahjong, Dominoes, and Draughts 
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Used to play games, increasingly on the internet; the characters are also used in publication of teaching materials in print and on the
web.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where?
Worldwide.
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
The Draughts men should be in the BMP, the others in the SMP.
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?
Yes.
6c. If YES, reference
Keep Draughts with Chess.
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
No.
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?
No.
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
8c. If YES, reference
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed
characters?
No.
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
No.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
10c. If YES, reference
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC
10646-1: 2000)?
No.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
11c. If YES, reference
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
No. 
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
15